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PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to update the Wyoming Water
Development Commission and its staff relative to the progress
of the exploration program being conducted on behalf of the
Town of South Superior, Wyoming.

This report includes a de-

tailed summary of the work performed to date, as well as conclusions from the initial phases of the exploration program
and recommendations relative to the final phase of work.
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CONCLUSIONS
Since water quality is the major problem with groundwater
in the South Superior area, the exploration work conducted to
date has included the drilling of two (2) stratigraphic holes
to determine the groundwater quality in the Rock Springs and
Ericson Formations. (See map, Figure 1)

These holes were

drilled by air rotary methods and cuttings were sampled at 10
foot intervals.
The Rock Springs Formation is composed of thick sequences
of sandstone, shale and coal layers.

The water from the Rock

Springs Formation was found to be high in total dissolved solids
and to have a very high sulfate content.

The cost of treating

the water from this source would be prohibitive.

Therefore,

the Rock Springs Formation was abandoned as a source of municipal
water for the Town.
A second stratigraphic hole was drilled at the alternate
location in the Ericson Formation near the Town's booster pumps.
The ericson Formation at this location is comprised of massive
sandstone units with some thick shale layers.

The water from the

Ericson Formation was found to be much better in quality than the
water from the Rock Springs Formation, and there is no problem
with radionuclides.

The overall quality of water from the Ericson

Formation near the booster station must still be described as marginal for municipal use.
manganese content.

The major problem is the high iron and

While this makes the water asthetically dis-

pleasing, it is still useable, and it should be pointed out that
the water can be treated to remove these two metals.
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The Town's

existing wells in the Ericson Formation also have a high iron
content.

Therefore, this problem is likely to be widespread

in the Ericson Formation in this area.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the information developed during the exploration
conducted thus far, we offer the following recommendations.
1.

The Town should immediately pull the pump from

well No. 15 for repair.

Although the water in well No.

15 does not meet drinking water standards, the well should
be available as an emergency water source, if needed.
2.

After the pump has been removed, gamma logs should

be run on well No. 15.

If possible, the source of the

radionuclide contamination should be determined.
3.

If, based on the information developed above, a

well can be constructed to exclude the radionuclides, an
exploration well should be drilled near the present site.
4.

If the radionuclides cannot be excluded, the ex-

ploration well should be drilled near the site of stratigraphic Hole No, 2.
will need to be

The iron and manganese removal problem

add~essed

further, after water analyses are

completed.
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ROCK SPRINGS FORMATION (STRATIGRAPHIC HOLE NO.1)
Drilling of the Rock Springs Formation stratigraphic hole
commenced on October 27, 1981, and was completed November 4,
1981.

A 5-7/8 inch diameter hole was drilled to a total depth

of 1180 feet.

During the drilling, samples were collected at

20 foot intervals to a depth of 460 feet, and at 10 foot intervals from 460 feet to 1180 feet.

The sample descriptions

can be found in Appendix A.
The Rock Springs Formation was selected as a primary site
for exploration because, 1) wells could be located in Town,
2) from the available information the Rock Springs Formation
appeared to have the potential of yielding relatively large
quantities of water from individual wells, and 3) very little
information existed on the Rock Springs Formation in the immediate vicinity of South Superior.
Water quality was the primary concern for wells completed
in the Rock Sprtngs Formation.

Since the stratigraphic hole

was drilled with air, and the static water level was relatively
high (60 feet), water samples were collected as the drilling
took place.

These samples were analyzed in the field for con-

ductivity, sulfates, and hardness.

The results of these analyses

are shown below.
Depth
187'
480'
600'
680'
720'
1040'
1180'

Conductivity
micromhos/cm
2700
2800
2100
2300
2500
2600
2700

Sulfates
mg/l

Hardness
mg/l as CaC0 3

300

1250

appr.800
900

1250
1050
1340

1400
1250
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1350

Since the water quality was definitely deteriorating with
depth, it was decided to terminate the drilling in the Rock
Springs Formation at a total depth of 1180 feet and not run geophysical logs on this hole.
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ERICSON FORMATION (STRATIGRAPHIC HOLE NO.2)
After abandoning the Rock Springs Formation stratigraphic
hole, the drilling rig was moved to the alternate site near
the Town's booster station in Section 19, T21N, RIOIW.
Vicinity Map, Figurel)

(See

Drilling commenced on a 5-7/8 inch

diameter stratigraphic hole in the Ericson Formation on November
6, 1981, and was completed November 11.

The hole was drilled

to a depth of 660 feet and samples were collected at 10 foot
intervals.

The sample descriptions can be found in Appendix B.

Upon completion of the drilling, gamma, resistivity, and
spontaneous potential logs were run in the hole.

Of particular

interest was the gamma log since this log would show the presence of any radioactive ore deposits in the formation.

No

evidence of radioactivity was indicated on the geophysical logs.
A copy of the logs are contained in the back of this report.
Since the static water level was at 320 feet, insufficient
quantities of water were withdrawn from the hole during drilling
to permit the collection of water samples as was done in the Rock
Springs Formation stratigraphic hole.

Therefore, on November 13,

400 feet of 4!-inch O.D. casing was installed in the hole and
cemented in place.

On November 24, a 5 horsepower submersible

pump was installed in the hole in order to obtain a good water
sample for analysis.

Field analyses of the water show it to

have a conductivity of approximately 1000 micromhos/cm, sulfates
of approximately 170 mg/l, calcium hardness of 350 mg/l, and an
iron content of 1.08 mg/l.

Water samples were collected for

much more detailed analyses and results of these analyses are
found in Appendix B.
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It was hoped that during the pumping of the stratigraphic
hole, data could be obtained relative to the production capabilities of the Ericson Formation in the area of the Town's
booster pumps.

Measurements taken just prior to the installa-

tion of the pump showed that the bottom 100 feet of the hole
had collapsed, and due to the deep water level and small casing
size, it was not possible to obtain water levels during pumping.
Therefore, not much is known relative to the production capabilities of the Ericson Formation in the area of the booster pumps.
It is known that suction could not be broken at 384 feet, pumping
at 20 gallons per minute, when the water samples were collected.
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ALTERNATIVES
Two major alternatives need to be considered before a
decision is made on the course of future efforts.

These al-

ternatives include removal of iron and manganese from the water
of a well drilled near Stratigraphic Test Hole No 2., and further
investigation into the possibility of drilling an acceptable well
in the area of the existing wells.
The removal of iron and manganese is a fairly simple process, and one that is easy to control.

The main drawbacks to

any removal process are the initial cost of building the plant,
and the ongoing cost of operation.

Capital construction costs

for a 200 gpm iron removal unit are estimated to be:
'It"em

Cost

Package Plant

$ 45,000

Building

8,000

Piping Connections

3,000

Electrical

4",500

Estimated Construction
Cost

$ 60,500

Contingencies

6,000

Engineering

7,500

Legal, Adm

2,400

Total Estimated Cost

$ 76,400

Because of the very high capital cost no annual operational
cost estimate has been made.

These operational costs include

labor, power, and chemicals.
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Iron may also be treated by "sequestering l ! with polyphosphate.
Sequestering is a technique where chemical is added to "tie-up"
the iron without actually removing it from the water.
ti~ated

The es-

cost for a sequestering process would be:

'r-tem

Co'st

Building

$

2,000

Pumping & Mixing Equipment

4,500

Piping Connections

3,000

Electrical

4,'500

Estimated Construction Cost

$ 14,000

Contingencies

2,000

Engineering

2,000

Legal, Admn.

500

$ 18,500

Total Estimated Cost

Although the initial capital cost is much lower than for the
iron removal unit7 this system is still not a very attractive
solution to the iron problem from a well in this location.

The

sequestering process is somewhat difficult to control and is often
strongly influenced by various factors, downstream of the well
head, such as high heat or strong oxidizing agents.

Sequestering

is also not totally effective in tying up combined iron plus
manganese concentrations greater than 1 mg/l.

The concentration

of combined iron plus manganese in the water from the test hole is

1.75 mg/l, so the sequestering.process could only reduce, not eliminate, the extent of the problem.
Either of these treatment schemes are quite expensive, both
in capital and in operation and maintenance (O&M) costs.
cost would be born wholly by the Town.
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The O&M

Capital construction funds

would have to be located, since none of the grants on hand are
useable for construction of production or treatment facilities.
The other major alternative to be evaluated is to locate a
water source that does not require major treatment.
The Town is currently planning to remove the pump in Well
No. 15.

After the pump is removed it is recommended that a gamma

log be run in the well to determine if the source of the radionuclides can be determined, It may be possible to case or cement
them out if wells are located in that area.
The next phase of this investigation should include drilling
an exploration well complete with casing, screen, and gravel pack.
This well should be test pumped for approximately 24 hours and
water levels monitored in both the exploration well and the observation holes.

Information from this test will indicate what

kind of well spacing should be used for a long term development,
what kind of pumping lifts can be anticipated, and in what direction
long term development should take place.

The decision as to where

to locate the exploration hole should be made only after the logging
of Well No, 15,
It is recommended that an exploration well, complete with
casing, screen, and gravel pack, be drilled,

The purpose of this

construction will be to determine the aquifer properties and to
evaluate the probable long term production capabilities of "a production well.

The well should be designed such that a pump capable

of producing 200 gallons per minute could be installed.

The cost

of the well is estimated at approximately $65,000 complete with the
required testing.

It is estimated that this phase of work will

take approximately 2! months to complete upon receiving approval
from the Commission.
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APPEND'IX A

STRATIGRAPHIC TEST HOLE NO.1.

WELL LOG
Oescription

De2ths
700

#. :,1. }-9~. }-F. ~f!il. ~~~¥ •••••

to

710
......

710
clay, 5% coal
·gray
.......................................
.
but m-fg ss
·AA.......................................
.

AA but vfg - fg ss
•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e- • • • •' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

but f-mg S5
·AA.......................................
.
to fg S5
·AA...but
.. . vfg. .............................
.
vfg to cg 1t gray ss wI
.............................
10% 1t gray shale
.......................... .....
to cg 1t gray ss wI 40%
·vfg
.......................................
.
1t gray shale
........................

740
740
........

760

760
........

780

780

790

790

910
. .....

910
980

-

1t gray shale wJ 40% 1t
gray

55

1020
1020
1100

f-m grn

1t gray shale wJ 40%
It gray fg

1100

........................
It gry fg
......................................
1t gray shale wJ 30% It gray
...............................

1110

S5

S5

S5,

980

1110

1120

1120
1130

& 10% coal
1130

vfg to fg It gray ss

·....................................... .
· ....................................... .
· ....................................... .
·........................................ .
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1180

... ........ .
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WELL LOG
DeQths

DescriQtion
55 (poorly cemented)
·.......................................
.

It gray

it gray shale

• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e· • • • • • • • • • • •

wI 20% hard gray
·.......................................
.
drk gray shale
·....................................... .
It gray
(poorly cemented) wI
·.......................................
.
40% drk gray shale
·....................................... .
AA wI 25% drk gray shale
·..................................... .
It gray poorly cemented
wJ streaks
·...................................
.
of coal
·....................................... .
AA wJ 10% coal
·............................ .
drk gray shale 40%, It gray
40%
·.......................................
.
AA

55

55

55

55

coal 20%

wI

10% It gray hard

It gray sand
AA

wI

55

wJ 10% coal

coal
.20%
..................................
.
'

coal

. . ... .. ..wi...20%
....coal
...... ...............

280

280

320

320

340

340

·.....
380

· .......
490

soft, gray

55

wI

m to fg It gray

530

530

·550
.....

550

560

560
·.......
570
·.......

• • •

• • • • • • •

wI

55

• • • •

645

•

• •

e. • • • • • • • • • • • •
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650

· 660
.. ....

650
660

• • • • • •

590
600

645
· ........

trace of coal

570

· ......

·.....
·620
.....

620

10% coal
55

soft vfg It gray
• • •

·500
.....
520
·.....

520
·.....

600
50% It gray shale

470
490

470

coal

• •

·.....

420

590

wI

420

380

· .....

It gray sand

coal

240
·.....

240

500

trace~ofcoal

coal

wi

to

·.....

It gray sand

coal

220
·.....

....-.

700

ANDERSON 8: KELLY
CONSULTANTS IN ENGINEERING AND GEOLOGY

WDA·267

WATER ANAL VSIS

07074

OWNER OR USED
ADDREL~

2-1297

ANDERSON & KELLY
WY

P.O. Box

SOURCE
DESCRIPTION

LAB NO.

Wyoming OUI-lartment of Agriculture
Division of Laboratories
P. O. Box 3228. University Station
Laramie, WY 82071

82070

LOCATION
F .M. test well

Rock

DATE COLLECTED

DATE RECEIVED

CATIONS

meq/1

8.18

Calcium

ANIONS

mg/1

160

1300

Chloride

0.63

22

Nitrate

0.00

0.0

Fluoride

0.04

0.84

Bicarbonate

Sodium

Sulfate

Potassium

0.31

35.44

Total Anions

34.73
E.P.A.
STANDARD

FOUND mg/1

Ammonia

Aluminum

Boron

Arsenic

0.05

C.O.D.

Barium

1.0

Conductance (umho/cm2)

Cadmium

0.01

Cyanide

Chromium

0.05

1400

Hardness (as CaCO~

Copper

M.B.A.S.

Iron

Nitrate-N (N0 3 + N02 as N)

Lead

Nitrite

Manganese

7.7

pH
Phenols

Mercury

0.05

0.002

Nickel

Phosphate Ortho-Total

2350

ROE (180· C)
Silica

Selenium

0.01

Silver

0.05

Zinc

Sodium(%)
SOlids,Suspended

Endrin

0.0002

SOlids, Total

Lindane

0.004
0.1

Solids, Volatile

Methoxychlor

Sulfide

Silvex

0.01

Total Alkalinity (as CaCO:J

Toxaphene

0.005

Total Carbonate

2,4·0

0.1

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen
Turbidity (N.T.U.)
011 & Grease
Chloroform
Bromodichloromethane
Chlorodibromomethane
Bromoform
Date December 9, 1981
Laboratory Fee $ 20.00

(Paid) (Charged-to be billed monthly)

Please make checks payable to:

Wyoming Department of Agriculture
2219 Carey Avenue
Cheyenne, WY 82002

mcj
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0.0

26.41

240
12.0

mgl1

470

170

E.P.A.
STANDARD

0.00
7.65

7.39

Total Cations

meql1

Carbonate

19.56

Magnesium

6, 1981

November

FOUND mgl1

APPENDIX B
WELL DATA
STRATIGRAPHIC TEST HOLE NO. 2

WELL DATA
We 11 Name •• ~:?:. r:r'?~ ~~Z: •\YE!~~ .~~ e••2.

•

'S ta te. '{l¥9r:4r:~ •••••••

County.P~~~~~~~~r ••••

Bas; n................ .

Map ............••..•

Sca 1e ••••••••••••••••

Photos ••••••••••••••••

.. ?~.~ .. ~~.~

Twp •• ~.1 ••

Section •• 1.9. ••

• ••.•.•••. • B&M

Range •• lOl.

• f9fl]l?-tiQl)., ••••••••••••.•••••••.•.••.•.•••••••..•••••.•.•.•••••••••••••

Dri 11 er. \v:r:\.~l].~ .JlI:l.~ •. Co. Date ••• .'.2/.1?1'P.1 . .•..

• fr9lJ1. ~O?f~~'t •'tQ •'tQlccil.

Total Depth ..• qqQ

...••

A~Rt.h.

••..........................................

Equi pment ••• 5 .El? .GUQIllEu::ai.Ql.~

~UJllJ>. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Water Level s:

Stati c ...32Q'.••••

Remarks •• Tbe.oottom.tQQ.teet
· ~nti. tiue. to • tbe . GIUGll

Pumping. unknown ..

Yi el d •..• 2Qgpm ...

At~~.hol~.had.collapsed.prior.ta.pumping.

.~qS:i.ng .~a..t.e.r. l.eY~l. tnep.pur~tn~nts.

coul<l.not .be .Qbt.a.:i.ned

· Sift~r • ~tq.:rt:t.lj.g' • tl}~ .1/qIll12e•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
WELL LOG
Description

Depths

· 'F~p?<?~~, • ~~l .l: ~ . ~z:y. .~~J••~~ .~I.t...••..•••

· ... 9. .. to .... '.~~ ..

· ~~. ~!!? ~t;!~. ~C? .~:~~~'! .~~ .............. .

25
· .......
35
· .......

· ....~~ ..
45
· ........

· ~~. ery. t9. ~t~ .g:t::t .qq ..................•.

• •. 45 •••

• •••• 55 ••

· u . .................................'... .

•• • !)!) •••

· .•.. 65 ••

· Pr~. g:ry . ~Q .1]l.!~~ • ql} ....•..•...•..•.....•.

· .• 65 •.•

• •••• 7.5 ••

. 9rY.~~.~.~~~~~~ ........................ .

• .. 75 ..•

• ••••&5. ••

Lt gry to buff sh and sIt
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ANDERSON 8: KELLY
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WELL LOG
Depths

Description

..............
;,~. ~r~. ~l;. {~q~~ .~ .:1; ~ .~x:y. .~f! .<.4PJ6.>•••••••••

·.~~ ..
· .~~ ..

· ....................................... .

· ! 9~ ..

Lt to med. gry sh (40%) & It gry vfg ss(60%)

....... ...............

to

• .9.5.
• .1.Q5•••

115
·......
.

.....
...................
.. .,

· .. 1~~ .•

• •• 1.4..5. ••

• •• 145 ••

• .1.6.5.

· lq~ .•

.1.8.5.

185 .
·.....

. ?15 .•

.t;4.5•

•?Lr5. ••

.2.75.

•?,(5. ••

.2.85.

·?~5. •
·?~5. •.
Lt
gry to wt well cem ss
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • *' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

· .............. .

l·!ed. gry hard ss

340
:>.6.0•

• .3.7.0.

~ ~ .lS~:( • ~l.? •"{"~~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• •• ~'7.Q ••

• .4.0.0.

• •• 400 ••

• 410.

• •. 410 ••

• • • • J+6D. • •

· .. 460 ••

• •• • 47D. ••

• •• 5.~Q ••

• ••• :5.4.0.

ANDERSON 8: KELLY
CONSULTANTS IN ENGINEERING AND GEOLOGY

WELL LOG
Depths

Description

...............

• ~ltQ •• to

.55Q ..

• •• 5.5.Q
• .57.Q ••

• • • ~7Q ••
J,t. ~rY. ~~. yfg. tQ .~g~ .vv. .t.r.c••o.f••drk gy. Pp.
~~. gry. ~~. yf5. ~q .l'!lg .'ll. .1.Q?~

.l.t. j!;.r 3• •tp.

• . • 610 ••

• •• 64Q ••

"'I.e}..•••

..... ......... . ................ ......

• •£?ltQ ••

· ....................................... .

·....................................... .
·....................................... .
·....................................... .
· ....................................... .
·....................................... .
·....................................... .
·....................................... .
· ....................................... .
·....................................... .
· ....................................... .
·....................................... .
·....................................... .

·....................................... .

.......... .

·....................................... .
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ANDERSON & KELLY
CONSULTANTS IN ENGINEERING AND GEOLOGY

CHEMICAL' GEOLOGICAL LABORATORIES
P. O. Box 2794
Casper, Wyoming 82602

ANALYTICAL REPORT
Company
Anderson' and Kelly
Type of sample_.!!..W~at~e~r!:--_ _ _ _ _- -_ _ _ __
Address
Laramie z Wyoming
Date Received _.::::..11:::.....--==3~0:--..::;.8=-1_ _ _ Lab. No.--,30L09~21L.1.7-L7_ __
Other Pertinent DataCL.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date Reported _..:...1!:!..2-~8'1_-~8~1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

<l

Gross
S

pCi/l

pCi/l

Gross
Sample

1

Anderson & Kelly_ _ __
Identification
Twn of S. Superior

3.1 + 1.6

14 + 1

Ra2~
pCi/l
0.0 ± 0.5

U308
mg/l
ND(0.001)

2

3 _ _ __
4 _ _ __

5 _ _ __

6 _ _ __
7 _ _ __

8 _ _ __
9 _ _ __
10_ _ __
"1 _ _ __

2 _ _ __
13_ _ __
14,_ _ __
5 _ _ __

.6 _ _ __
17_ _ __
8._ __

9 _ _ __
20_ _ __
_ _ __
~1

23_ _ __

24_ _ __
_ _ __
~5

.}.6_ __
27_ _ __

8 _ _ __
9 _ _ __
30_ _ __

lD - Not detected at level given in parentheses

Remarks__________________________________________________________

Further Quantitative Analyses of Water In Stratigraphie Test
Hole No. 2*

Constituent

*

Concentration (MgLL)

Boron

0.17

Nitrate

0.04

Phosphate

0.1

Silica

12.0

Sodium

7.3

Alkalinity (total)

200

Arsenic

0.005

Barium

L.T. 0.1

Cadmium

L.T. 0.03

Chromium

L.T. 0.05

Lead

L.T. 0.2

Manganese

0.67

Iron

1.08

Mercury

L.T .. 0.001

Selenium

L.T. 0.005

Silver

L.T. 0.04

Analyses by Wyoming Department of Agriculture (reported by telephone)

Constituent

Concehtration {Mg/L)

122 mg/l

Calcium
Magnesium

32

Potassium

8.2

Sodium

16
0

Carbonate
Bicarbonate

240

Sulfate

200
55

Chloride
Nitrate

0.19

Iron

1.08
.5

Floride

644

Total Dissolved Solids

3.1+1.6pc/I

Gross Alpha

14

Gross Beta

Ippb

Uranium

0+0.5

Ra-226

B-6

